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EXXON TRANSFERS TO UPS
"There isn't justice or equality. It
doesn't exist." This philosophy
about society, born of a life of
imprisonment, was firmly stated by a
young man, who is the subject of
this article, and, who wishes to
remain anonoymous.
He is a new student at UPS, just
five months out of jail, and on
parole for the next three years, after
which he's entitled to be released if
he maintains a good behavior. He
must report to his parole officer
once a month and thinks himself
lucky as his officer was once a
prisoner too, and can identify with
his problems.
Mr. X has had problems with
finances due to his past record, but
has managed to acquire various
loans through UPS, grants from the
Basic Education Opportunity Grant,
and government guaranteed student
loans, which have enabled him to
attend UPS.
"I've always been good in the
books", says Mr. X proclaiming math
to be his best subject. He has
maintained a 2.7 average through
Highschool (when he attended), and
prison. He is now a junior and is
majoring in accounting.
"It hurts me to be broke. I'm used
to robbing. You can't do anything
unless you rob somebody." In this
statement is reflected a life of
hardship which started when Mr. X
was eight years old and ended just
recently at the age of twenty-six. His
life reads like a fiction novel.
"Fifteen out of the past nineteen
years I've been locked up. I've been
in and out since I was eight. Five
and one half months is the longest
I've been out since I was thirteen
years old. It's a real trip."
At eight years old he stole his
mother's car. At nine years he was
caught in a locker room with "all the
boys'wrist watches on my arms and
all their money in my pockets." At
eleven he bullied people on the way
to school to get money. When
twelve years old he stole a car,
drove to Tennessee and wrecked it.
He wascaught stealing candy and in
the process was found to have five
sets of car keys from a car lot dealer.
For all these offenses he was put
into juvenile detention homes.

BY Julia Chester
Soon after he went to Germany
with his family, (his father was in the
army), but was deported because of
stealing, fighting, and running away.
They sent him back to the U.S. and
put him in a juvenile detention home
in Georgia, where he was locked up
until he was sixteen. He then moved
to Olympia where he was caught
"joy riding" and was put away for
four months. At eighteen he was
released and decided to join the
army.
He was very enthusiastic at first,
"gung-ho, since my father was in. I
knew all the cadence's and how to
march." But soon he'd had enough
of the drill sergeant's demands and
started fighting. He was put in the
army stockade - a Federal prison.
"They called them houses, but I call
them cages 'cause that's all they
were ... people running in and out,
looking at ya like a bear in the zoo."
He asked to be put in seclusion. "I
said 'throw me in segregation. I
know me, I know my temper.' When
a guy trys to do right they don't
believe it, they won't accept it.
Seems like they hoped you'd be
doing something to get in trouble
for."
"The sergeant was one of those
midgets, you know? A real short guy
and he was always yelling at me
cause I was big and brilliant." Mr.
X worked in the kitchen for a while
until he got in a fight and was
ordered to segregation. "They
wouldn't let me go when I wanted to
so I wouldn't go t all."
When officials brought out the
tear gas a fight broke loose and Mr.X
was charged with assault. "If twenty
guys attack you, get hold of one,
cause you aren't gonna be the only
one getting kicked." The army then
issued him an "undesirable
discharge under honorable
conditions."
At this time Mr. X was still
eighteen and had been in the army
for only six weeks. For the next two
years he went "rampaging, dealing
in drugs, guns, prostitution", until he
was accused of two assau Its.
Out Ofl
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Housing Violations

S TUDEN TS EXPEL L ED
Assistant Editor's Note: just before press time The Trail learned that Marc O'Deen
and Scott Hanson had been expelled from the University. An afternoon ruling of
the student court, which put the two on academic probation, was ruled invalid
because a represenative from the Dean's office was not present on the court. The
court re-convened later that.evening and made the decision based on violations of
section 3a 6 of the student conduct code. The two students, who are the subject of
the following story, were notified of the re-convening but did not attend.
by Paul Grondahl
Two students, having broken the Housing Terms and Conditions Agreement by
their own admission, were expelled from Anderson/Langdon dormitory on
Monday. The two freshmen bring the count to seven whose housing in A/L has
been terminated this year.
The regulatory condition violated by the students was the tenet that states:
"Inconsiderate and disruptive or illegal conductwithin University-owned housing
is not permissible." The alleged conduct over the weekend that led to their
expulsion included the throwing of desks and chairs off the roof and the use of
bottle rockets and firecrackers, which were deemed abuse of property and
unnecessary endangerment of others.
In the agreement document, the administration sanction reserves the right
that: "If the housing regulations as stated above are violated, the University may
take such actions as deemed necessary, including but not limited to the removal
of the violator from University-owned housing."
The removal followed a letter of warning that the two students received at the
end of January. They were on a sort of second-chance probation with the
stipulation that any further disruptive conduct, as both had had in their brief
history at AlL, would result in their expulsion.
Judy Sweeney, Assistant Dean of Students and Paul Burdick, Housing
Coordinator, were both involved in the administrative action, but out of the
students' right to privacy, would not comment on the specific details of their
removal or reveal their identity. Both stated that the residency discharge of the
two students was the consequence of eyewitness accounts and the admission of
the offenders. Sweeney and Burdick stressed that the removal was the only
alternative to the intolerable situation and that the action was taken in regards to
the acts committed, not as an attack on the people or their character.
"We have to be careful not to reveal the names of any students involved in this,
and since it was only two students involved in this, I think we have to be doubly
careful that we don't in any way infringe on the students' rights," said Greg
Brewis, Assistant to the President.
"We have to be very careful (about the issue of housing termination). Things
don't happen immediately; they occur in process and it takes time to work things
out. What we would like is for the issue to not be publicized this week," Brewis
admitted. He said that it would be probably a week before the administration
will come out with any official statement on the issue.
Perhaps their wariness this time around stems from the rumblings that some of
the 10 students whose housing was terminated in January for the spring term are
soliciting the aid of attorneys to prepare legal action against the University on
their behalf. While that is all unfounded rumor at this point, the fact is that the
administration is being "very careful" about discussing the expulsion of the two
students Monday from A/L and the broader ramifications surrounding the genera'
issue.
Random comments from residents of A/L seem to support the administration's
action against these two disruptive students. Some felt that things had been
going well and had quieted down around the dorm since the termination of
residency of five students from there earlier in the year. All agreed that the
action of the two over the weekend was intolerable.
The whereabouts of the pair currently was uncertain and so neither were able
to be reached for comment.

REIV
EX-CON SPEAKS OUT
He was first sent to Monroe.
"They called it a reformatory but it's
a penitentiary." He stayed there
fourteen months and was then sent
to Walla Walla state penitentiary
where he was imprisoned for four
years, 4/7/74 10/24/79. Through the
education programs in prison he
earned an Associate Arts degree.
He was reluctant to talk about
prison life. "Penitentiaries are filthy.
There are alot of rats and if you're
not carefull you'll eat rat (droppings)
in the rice and corn. The main
kitchen was very unsanitary. There
were a bunch of homosexuals
cooking in there."
The daily routine consisted of,
"lifting weights, reading,watching
TV., listening to music, anything to
get your mind off of where you
were."
"There's a lot of homosexuality
there. If you're cute and passive
they'll break ya, use you, make a
punk (homosexual) out of you. A
new,youngguy will be admitted and
a few days later he'll be running
around with make-up on."
As for drugs, Mr. X claimed one
could get anything. "If you have
enough money even the police will
bring it in. They want to make
money too. The guards try to
antagonize you, they try to make it
tough for convicts.
"They don't want to see the
convicts get out. Their father
worked there, their mother worked
there, their grandparents worked
there and their kids will probably
work there. They don't want the
prisoner's to be better off than
them."
"Prison is a society within itself.
Everything out here is in there on a
smaller basis
guns, knives, dope.
Prison is a womb of crime. When
prisoner's are set free they infest
society. Prisons, make criminals."
A certain amount of frustration
can be sensed in Mr. X's words as he
revealed the hardships encountered
after leaving the prison. One can
-

-
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sense the real battle starts once a
prisoner is let out
"All you have is hatred when you
get out. If you raise a dog, and beat
it all the time, then let it go, whoever
he comes in contact with,he'll bite. If
you try to take too much from a man
he'll get mad. You try and stay out
and you try to do it right, but you
can't get anything, so you take it."
When asked why he didn't want to
work for money he said, "My name
isn't Emanual, (Manual). I don't
want to do manual labor." Mr. X
claimed he could make more money
in the streets. "I had an opportunity
to make $5,000.00 robbing a store.
Crime pays. It's like a roller coaster
and you get greedy." When asked if
his "jobs" involved more than one
person he replied, "I have one rule.
If any job is too big to do alone, it's
too big."
Mr. X claimed that penitentiaries
were one of the biggest money
making businesses in the world. He
claimed that ten to twenty thousand
dollars are supplied for each
prisoner, while only three to four
thousand are actually spent on the
individual. He said that prison
money was wrapped up in all kinds
of businesses such as restaurants,
hotels, etc.
Mr. X hasn't seen his mother or
two sisters for eight years, but is
currently living with his father. He
may get a full pardon in three years
if he keeps in line.
Mr. X is anxious to get on with life.
He's looking forward to next year.
"I'm waiting till football season to
show my aggression. Twenty-six
years of anger is going to come out
in football.
I'm quick and have
intelligence.
I like contact sports
and I love to hit hard."
On his outlook for the future Mr.
X seemed optimistic and determined
to make it. "Every day I'm tempted
to steal. School keeps me busy,
keeps me away from planning.
Leave me alone. Give me a job and
leave me alone, and I'll stay out of
there."
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To Whom It May Concern,
For over a year now I have had a
question, no, a complaint. In
perusing your current subscriptions
of newspapers I find both coasts of
this country and couple of others

adequately represented, the N.Y.
Times, the Washington Post, the L.A.
Times, the S.F. Chronicle and even
the London Times. However, I find
the vast area of country known as
the Midwest sadly lacking. True,
you do have the Denver Post but
then that could hardly be called
Midwest could it? Where oh where
is the Chicago Tribune or even the
Suntimes? Even the ABC evening
news has come to see what a vital
spot Chicago has become and now
broadcasts a major portion of its
evening news from there. Can UPS
be far behind or shall we continue to
look upon the Midwest as a vast
wasteland typified by Peoria? I say
no! UPS should be in the forefront
recognizing Chicago for one of the
major newspots that it is.
A Concerned Student

COMMENT
During the past three weeks, as
Editor of the TRAIL, my main goal
was to continue producing the
publication. With the support and
help from staff members, we
attempted to put out a paper that
was different in both the content
and format, from the previous
issues. I feel that the students,
faculty, and immediate UPS
community deserve a paper that is
able to deal with the nev's
objectively. We tried to do this, in
these past three issues.
Through my experiences these
past few weeks, ve come to
realize that in order to effectively
publish a student newspaper, what is
needed is a strong feeling of
cohesiveness among the staff.
Fortunately Bill and I were able to
work closely with them, and it was
their help that was instrumental in

Dear (puppet) Editor:
Well, once again ASUPS and the
malevolent bed-buddies (the administration) have combined to further repress the UPS media. However, I for
one am not surprised! The Trail's involment in last years letter writing
scandal was a thorn in the administration's side and, given the history
of past administration dealings,
some sort of reprisal was inevitable.

This type of childish vindictiveness
has pervaded ASUPS and the administration for some time. It is too
bad that a good, honest editor like
Dan Pearson had to be subjected to
such ignorant power mongering.
And in the middle of this new scandal is Pat (I want to be trustee)
Schofield fulfilling his usual role as
administration bootlicker. His
"Grass Root Forum" was an obvious
attempt to get someone to read
what he has to say (since everybody
is bored to tears listening to him) and
to manipulate BSC into appointing

him Trail editor. Hopefully even the
BSC is not that intellectually
miniscule, although I have my doubts.
The goals sprouted forth in much
of the UPS literature espouse "an
education for a lifetime." However,
actions inevitably speak louder than
words. The actions of all parties involved in the attack on Dan Pearson
were to say the least deceitful in
purpose, devoid of intellectual honesty and a prime example of how
power corrupts small minds.
It's too bad Dan you did an excellent job.
Willy O'Neil
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getting the paper out.
Another factor that is important, is
efficient contact with various UPS

organizations, including ASUPS,
the Publicity Office, and also the
Administration,
in order for a
newspaper to equally and fully
represent the school, I feel that

direct contact with all aspects of the
school is necessary.
On Tuesday,March 11, the BSC
selected a new Editor, Lisa Martin,
who will continue for the rest of the
semester. I would like to thank all
those involved with in helping with
the paper these past three weeks. I
appreciate their support, along with
the support of ASUPS, the Publicity
Office, Tamanawas, and you, the
readers. I hope that you will
continue to show your support with
Lisa.

Thank-you,
Sandy Hilliard, the Editor.
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A FOREIGN A FFA IR
By the time you read this Lene
Lovich and Bruce Wooley will have
just finished a three night stand in
Boston, both promoting their new
albums. Since the Lovich/Wooley
US tour by-passed Seattle (and I
don't think many of you flew to San
Francisco to see them) I thought I
wouldwrite a double-bill review of
both the Lovich and the Wooley
album.
Lene Lovich began her career with
the Stiff Records gang. On their Be
Stiff tour she made her mark on the
new wave rock scene at the Bottom
Line in N.Y. She was seen as one of
the most forcefull acts on the tour.
Last year Lene released her debut
album on Stiff-Epic records. It was
an exciting alternative to the normal
rock and rollsoundthat we've come
accustom to. For her debut L.P.
Lene was voted by many critics as
the best new female artist of last
year. She has now come up with the
perfect follow up for Stateless (her
debut), it's titled Flex. For those of
you who have exerienced Stateless
and Flex you probably noticed a
difference, but there is not a
difference. What I mean by this is
that Lene Lovich's sound is one that
grows on you. There seems to be no
way to judge the L.P. with one listen.
So after Stateless, Flex seems
strange, but it's not.
After about three listens I found
myself enjoying Flex just as much as
I did Stateless. The music is still
very electronic, a wide use of
synthesizers are present. And Lene's
vocals are as unforgetable as ever,
almost a computerized sound, if
such a thing is possible. Both sides
have their high points. "Birdsing"
has the classic Lovich sound, and
one of my favorites, "Angels"
sounds very similar to the B-52's
type sound. But if you want straight
forward power pop you'll find it in
"The Night" (this could be a hitl).
Side two has a nice tune called
"Monkey Talk" which is similar to
the Elvis Costello sound,
"Wonderful One" is also well done.
Overall I would say that Lene
Lovich fans will love it. New Wave
fanatics will enjoy it. Radio stations
may even play it (good job KZAMAM). It's an enjoyable album if
nothing else.
Bruce Wooley on the other hand
has a very unique sound. Wooley's
record label (CBS) seems to think
they have a hot album here. I'm not
one to disagree with them. His

R00favIlE
by Marc Stevens
popularity all over the country
seems to be growing, and his album
is being heard on all the major
progressive stations. The albums
strong side is definitely side one.
The hit song, "Video Killed the
Radio Star" is only one of the five
tunes, "English Garden" is another
great tune.
The Wooley sound seems to be in
the David Bowie vain, but not quite
as synthesized as Bowie. Wooley,
like Lovich, may take a listen or two
for some to agree with me that
Wooley's L.P. is a top rate rock and
roll album. "Dancing With the
Sporting Boys" is probably the only
slow song on the album. "You Got
Class" is definately the Bowie style
while "Clean, Clean" and "Johnny"
has the Bowie lyrics with a Devo
type sound. Several songs like
"You're the Circus" and "Get Away
William" have nice Beatlesque
melodies and background vocals. I
believe there is more potential for
Bruce Wooley than most people
give him credit for. The production
by Mike Hurst is very clean. And the
back-up band (The Camera Club)
does a super job, keeping the tunes
tight, not too cluttered with
unnecessary sounds, and a joy to
listen to.
Both Lene Lovich and Bruce
Wooley have potential, more
potential than they're given credit
for. I would bet that we will be
hearing more of both of them in the
future. For Wooley it may be sooner
than you think, again both these
albums can be heard daily on
KZAM-AM. I'm glad at least one
station in the Puget Sound area
knows where music is heading.

rioAhum

The Board of Student Communications met Tuesday evening to appoint a new
editor for the remainder of the year. Their choice; Lisa Martin. We wish Lisa the
best of luck in her endeavors, its been enjoyable and extremely Difficult these
past three weeks, but we made it.
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materials," Rocchi said.
"The
houses provide students and faculty
with an opportunity to interact
outside the classroom and also
encourage faculty and staff to brush
up on their languages at the weekly
sessions."
Six years ago, Rocchi and several
other multilingual professors joined
together and created the Language
House concept of a more complete
learning experience in foreign
languages at UPS. Rocchi said he
has not tired of the program or lost
interest in its growth because each
year brings a new group of
enthusiastic students into the
program.
"Students interested in the UPS
language program usually ask me
two questions before coming to the
University, do you have a Language
House and do you have a studyabroad program?" Rocchi
explained
The Foreign Language Festival
features short plays, music and skits,
and will blend fun and
intellectualism Rocchi said.
The Language House Program is
now accepting applications for
residence next year in any of the
three houses. Interested students
should contact Professor Rocchi, x3186 or Carla Lyford, Student
Coordinator, x-4189. A complete
schedule of Festival events will be
listed in the March 21 issue of the
Trail.

Students interested in foreign
language study can mingle with
professors, guests, foreign exchange
students and other members of the
UPS community at the weekly
Language House's conversations.
On March 22, the UPS foreign
language department, including
students in the Language Week,
March 23-29, with a Foreign
Language Festival in Jacobsen
Rental Hall at 7pm.
An intregal part of the UPS foreign
language program, the Language
Houses offer the UPS community
diversity in living-styles and an
opportunity for students to share
and to grow in their chosen foreign
language, according to Michel
Rocchi, Director of the Language
House program and Chairman of the
Foreign Language Department
The Language House Program
requires each student to live, speak
and learn the language, French,
German or Spanish, and to
participate in the two major foregin
language activites at UPS each year:
Octoberfest in the fall and the
upcoming Foreign Language
Festival. Michel Rocchi co-founder
of the program, describes the
Language House lifestyle as a basis
for widespread community interest
in foreign language at UPS.
"Extensive libraries in each of the
three language houses is available to
UPS students who wish to cheek out
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Be Aware

CAMPUS RAPE REPORTED
by Theresa Baird
colleges and universil :ies."
Although there is no guaranteed
prevention of an ass ault, there are
precautions that can be taken to lessen the possibility of Harm:
1)walk in lighted areas.
walk in groups of two or more.
take advantage of Safety and
Security's 24-hour escort service.
(call ext. 3311).
Kitt Abbott, a UPS student who
works with the Tacoma-Pierce County
Rape Relief center, emphasizes the
fact that "Rape is not an act of Sex.
Rape is an act of aggression and violence, where sex is the weapon."
She states that two important defenses are;
"1) developing an assertive attitude
2) Developing self protection by
becoming familiar with your own
reaction when adrenalin flows." But
she adds, "awareness is your best
defense."
Although these defenses may
seem to be more trouble than they're
worth, the possible consequences of
not following the precautions, are
irreparable.
Mark Gavin states that "we
(Safety and Security) can only do so
much, and everyone has to do their
part." Their part is awareness.
For more information on Rape
awareness, pamphlets from the Rape
Relief center can be found at the Information Booth.

At approximately eight p.m., on
Thursday, February twenty-first, a
crime was committed on campus. A
female, walking alone on the west
side of the fieldhouse, was assaulted
from behind by a male with a knife.
Although she was not otherwise
physically harmed or beaten, she
was forced at knife point to the end
of the parking lot, and then raped.
The male was described as white,
abouut six feet tall, medium build
(170 lbs.), with medium length sandy
blond hair. It was estimated that he
was around twenty-seven years of
age.
The assault was not reported until
the following week, but according to
Mark Gavin of Safety and Security,
"an immediate report would have
helped the victim to have early
health tests, and to have evidence
against the assaulter."
Although more severe, this is only
an example of the numerous incidents that have occurred around
campus in the past.
"This is the real world," says the
director of Safety and Security, John
Hickey. "People have to be aware
of what could happen. The University environment is subject to all advantages and disadvantages
inherent to urban living. As a matter
of fact, because of the open nature
of campuses, persons with criminal
intent are many times attracted to
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FINANCIAL AN IMPERREP
by Steve Harvey

Decreasing
availability
of
financial aid may put the cost of a
college education out of reach for
some students and severely hamper
others if the Congress adopts a
Carter
Administration
proposal
concerning the structure of federal
financial
aid
programs.
Authorization for these programs,
consisting of Basic Grant (BEOG),
Supplemental
Grant
(SEOG),
National Direct Student Loan
(NDSL), Guaranteed Student Loan
(GSL), and Work-Study, must be
renewed by Congress every five
years. Authorization for the current
program expires in 1980.
The Carter proposal, along with a
very similar bill introduced by
Senators Kennedy (D.,Mass.) and
Bellman (D., N.D.), is now being
considered by the Senate
Subcommittee on Education, Arts,
and Humanities. These bills, both
introduced in an effort to decrease
federal spending and thus help
balance the budget, would change
the structure of federal aid programs
drastica'ly. The proposals would
eliminate both the NDSL and the
GSL. The NDSL would be replaced
by a so called "Basic Loan,"
available to students at a rate of
seven percent interest or at the
Treasury Bill rate (i.e., the rate for
three month security bonds,
currently at about 131/2 percent).
minus one percent, whichever is less.
Interest would begin to accumulate
on a "Basic Loan" immediately after
graduation.
In addition, the new program
would establish a "Supplemental
Loan," apparently for students
whose needs could not be
completely met by the "Basic Loan".
The "Supplemental Loan" would be
available to these students at the
Treasury Bill rat plus one percent
(i.e., about 15 percent or higher if the
program were established today).
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Interest would accumulate while a
student was still in school. Both
loans would be administered by a
centralized federal program; neither
would be available to graduate
students studying in law, health
services, or business. The GSL
would not be replaced. Finally, the
Carter, Kennedy-Bellman proposals
hope to shift the burden of loans and
financing of education in general
from the federal government to the
student. Under this program
students would probably be
considered for loans first, then workstudy, then federal grants.
By comparison., the NDSL is
currently available, to students who
can demonstrate need, at a rate of
three percent interest which does
not begin to accumulate until after
the student leaves school; thus, the
federal government currently
subsidizes interest on the NDSL all
through a student's graduate
studies. The GSL, non-need based, is
currently available to both
undergraduate and graduate
students at a federally subsidized
interest rate of seven percent. Both
the NDSL and GSL, although federal
programs, are now administered by
the individual institution of higher
learning, or by a local bank,
respectively. Under the present
program, incidentally, students are
considered first for eligibility to
receive grants, then for work-study,
and lastly for loans.
The
Washington
State
Independent Student Consortium
and the Coalition for Independent
College and University Students
(COPUS) are concerned that the
Carter, Kennedy-Bellman proposals
would cause many problems for
students receiving finanancial aid
under the present system. Perhaps
the most important of these
problems would be the loss for
students who connot demonstrate
sufficient need (especially middle
class students whose parents earn
too much to enable them to qualify
cont. on page 7
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Women Hoopsters

Crew Team Strokes

Season Ends
by Mike Ramos
With a forgettable 50-83 loss at
Central last week, the Women's
Basketball team brought to a close a
somewhat frustrating 4-18 season.
Despite their record, most players
feel the year ended on a fairly
positive note, as three of the
victories came in the final four
games. Senior, Janet Bell sums up,
"Our record doesn't tell the whole
story. It's like we had two different
seasons. Two different teams."
Certainly a case can be made for
Bell's point. At the beginning of
February the team stood a dismal 014 and things appeared to be getting
worse, not better. Over those first 14
games the Lady Loggers averaged 22
turnovers, and the best their offense
could produce was a meager 57
points in a 57-78 loss at AlaskaAnchorage. With an average losing
margin of over 20 points it can be
safely assumed that this early
version of the Loggers was not the
most feared team in the region.
But in splitting their final eight
games, the team established itself as
a respectable and competitive unit.
Turnovers went down significantly,
the offense exploded for over 70
points four games in a row, and
excluding the disaster at Central,
they actually outscored their
opponents over the one month span.
More importantly, the final eight
games brought a new sense of
teamwork to the Logger's play where
it had surfaced only occasionally
before. The player's confidence
returned, and this helped the
reversal of form as much as anything
else. The game changed, but in this
case the names remained the samefor those involved it was a welldeserved success.
In addition to this overall team
success, there were several note
worthy individual performances
throughout the season, among them:

Senior, Yvonne Brittain's brilliant
19 point, 4 assist effort in her last
home game against Lewis and Clark
State. Brittain also set a school
record for single game assists with 8
against Fort Steilacoom.
Ann Meek's school record 21
rebounds against PLU. Besides
leading the team in rebounding for
the year, Meek was also the Lady
Logger's answer to Marvin Webster,
averaging over 3 blocked shots a
game and intimidating countless
others.
inspired
Heidi
Hohmann's
showing in the first PLU game.
Down by 20 at the half, she almost
singlehandedly brought the team
back, finishing with 18 points in a 5659 loss. Over the course of the year
the 5'4" freshman led the team in
assists, total points, and shooting
percentage.
Kelly Kranda's 22 point, 10
rebound, 4 assists, 4 steals
performance against Lewis and
Clark State in what was perhaps the
best individual and team
performance of the year. A midseason transfer from Green River
Community College, Kranda's 12
ppg. led the team, and her
contagious enthusiasm was
instrumental in the team's turnaround.
Angela Sheppard's 16 points and 7
assists in leading the team to its first
win, 58-52 at Pacific. A standout
performer for the entire year,
Sheppard's keen leadership and
intelligent play did not go
unrecognized by her teammates, as
they voted her this year's Most
Valuable Player and next year's
captain.
Other players cited for their yearlong contributions were Bell as the
team's Most Improved Player and
Chris Kelly as its Most Inspirational.

Corrections
In the midst of the confusion last week we forgot to credit Nate Kesler (for his
photo of professor Thwing) and Randi Burke (for her photo of Bob Bianchi). Sorry
about that Nate, its too bad your Tamanawas boss wasn't as friendly as you were.
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Lakawood Villa Stereo has just acquired the full inventory of Pioneer hl-fidelW .
components, from a store that is quitting the business. As a result we are able to offer
tremendous savings on this equipment. Many items are priced at or below dealer
cost.
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Freeze
1201 Division Ave.
Tacoma
French Fries & Prawns
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Wool Sweaters

by Scott Gulick
Lawrence. He went on to say, "With
the emphasis or, style and power,
I'm looking forward to seeing both
our heavy and lightweight shells
placing high in quite a few races this
year."
Rookies new to the team this year
are, Paul Andrews, Dave Ameluxen,
David Burrows, Paul Chilton, Mike
Conroy, Philip Drews, Cohn Elder,
Randy Hetich, Steve Marcus, Bill
Patton, Mike Seagull, Robert Watts,
and Andy Wenberg. Team members
were quoted as saying, "it's customary for rookies to start their heads
for the first race, but we may just
have a few of the lightweights do it;
i.e. Cohn Elder, Paul Chilton, and
Mike Seagull."
The Crew team races both eight
and four man shells, in both the heavy
and lightweight division. So check
out the schedule and come and support the crew team on their quest for
victory.

The UPS Crew team starts another
season on March 22nd, upin Burnaby B.C. When asked to comment
upon the upcoming season Sr. Brian
Sigurdson was quoted as saying,
"We have one of the largest teams
turning out this year. There are
some really big heavyweights, and
the lightweight team is the tallest
and strongest we've ever had at UPS.
All I can say is the Huskies better
watch out."
Other returning oarsmen include;
Gordy Bonaci, Scott Gulick, Volney
Spaulding, Mark Workey, who are
all heavyweights. The returning lightweights are; Wayne Kremling,
Hunter Bancroft, Carston Headingston, and Tim Prasil. Brain Woo is
the returning coxswain and also last
year's co-captain.
"Combining the returning rowers
with this years rookies may produce
one of the best seasons UPS crew
has ever seen," says Crcw Coach Al
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We also have several
styles of equipment
cabinets
available
during the sale.
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THEATRE REVIEW
HEDDA GABLER by Henrik Ibsen.
Produced by the University of Puget
Sound, directed by Thomas
Somerville, set design by Byron
Olson. Cast: Dianne Winslow, Mark
Melin, Houston Dougharty, Faye
Jackson, Chuck Richardson, Lynda
Caikowski and Sherrill Kelso.
by Paul Grondahl
Henrik Ibsen's HEDDA GABLER
takes the boards at the Inside
Theatre this weekend for Friday and
Saturday evening performances
(8:00 p.m. curtain). judging from the
dress rehearsal that I attended on
Wednesday, I give the production an
unconditional five-star rating. Quite
simply, it is one of the finest efforts
from the Inside Theatre in three
years —during which time I have seen
every show including some capacity
of involvement in several —a
production not to be missed.
Somerville's
Tom
Director
script
and
direction
polished
adaptations to Christopher
Hampton's translation makes the
19th century naturalistic piece shine
for a modern audience. Credit
Somerville with emphasizing the
universal themes and character
conflicts in Ibsen's masterful drama

HEDDA GABLER OPENS

and highlighting the Norwegian's
style with striking and fluid stage
action.
The title role, one coveted by all
lead actresses, is played superbly by
guest artist-in-residence Dianne
Winslow. Winslow, voted one of the
top five actresses in Detroit for the
1978-79 season, flaunts her skills in a
memorable performance. Her
intensity, range of emotions and
grasp of the subtleties of the
conflicting, complex and enigmatic
character of Hedda were almost
more than I had bargained for. Not
only are her reactions and dialogue
powerful, but she so successfully
projects Hedda's internal workings
that one feels like an intruder on this
perverted and tormented woman's
psyche. Hedda's moment of burning
the manuscript is one of the most
intensely gut-wrenching flashes I
have experienced through a play—a
picture of frightening, momentary
madness.
Mark Melin plays Hedda's naive
and clueless husband, George
Tesman. His portrayal is both
convincing and frequently funny as
he flits around the stage, nearly
constantly flustered and
stammering, with boundless energy.

Hedda Gabler (Dianne Winslow) looks to lEilerU Lovborg (Chuck Richardson)

THE ABSURD IS THE ESSENTIAL CONCEPT AND THE FIRST
TRUTH
LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
STUDY THE SOCIAL SCIENCES IN LONDON
The London School of Economics and Political Science offers junior year study,
postgraduate diplomas, one-year Master's degrees and research opportunities
in the heart of London in a wide range of social sciences. Subjects include
Accounting and Finance, Actuarial Science, Anthropology, Business Studies,
Econometrics, Economics, Economic History, Geography, Government, Industrial
Relations, International History, International Relations, Law, Management Science,
Operational Research, Philosophy, Politics, Social Administration, Social Work,
Sociology, Social Psychology and Statistical and Mathematical Sciences.
Fees £2000 (spprox. $4500) a year. Limited financial assistance available.
Application blanks from:
Pro-Director, L.S.E., Houghton Street, London WC2A 2AE, England.
Please state whether junior year or postgraduate.
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for grant or NDSL money, yet not
enough to supply all of the 'parent's'
expected contribution") of a nonneed based loan
the GSL.
Elimination of the GSL would also
put
an
undue
burden
on
independent students
those who
did not receive any money from
parents
their
and
graduate
especially
in
students,
the
aformentioned areas of law, health
services, and business.
Additionally, due to the shorter
period for federal subsidy of interest
under the new program, many
undergraduates (especially. those
receiving "Supplemental Loans" for
which there would be no federal
subsidy) would be forced to begin
repaying loans while still in school.
Again, the burden would be greatest
for the graduate student: not only
would less money for graduate study
be available due to elimination of
the GSL; students in graduate school
would be repaying loans they took
out as undergraduates and, at the
same time, shelling out for graduate
tuition.
Another problem seen with the
adoption of this, proposal is that
centralization of the entire structure
would force students to deal with
the federal bureaucracy, rather than
with a local lending institution of the
individual school as occurs now,
Finally,
considerable
question
apparently exists as to whether
implementation
of
the
Carter,
Kennedy-Bellman proposals would
actually save any money. Basically,
there are two reasons for the
confusion about finances under the
new system. First, according to Sam
a committee
for
Senator Warren
Magnusu n
Washington,
D.C., current loan
programs actually cost the federal
government more than do grants
due to the high rate of interest
subsidy. The fact is, however, that
the
Carter,
Kennedy-Bellman
proposals, which emphasize use of
loans more than grants, may not, in
raising the interest rates, be making
up the money it will lose by cutting
back on the cheaper grant programs.
-

-

-

The
second
reason is that
centralization of the financial aid
program eleminates the possibility
of private selling of bonds and loan
subsidies which might remove some
of the burden from the federal
government.
Steve Liefman, national director of
COPUS
noted
in
the
COPUS
publication LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
that:
"To shift the cost to
individuals who can least afford to
pay is unaccepabIe and will destroy
the student loan program."
"Students
are being
raped,"
concluded Leifman, "we don't have
the option of putting off our
education until the interest rates go
down like consumers can with other
commodities such as cars and
houses. It (the Carter proposal) was
more politically expiediant than
substantive. Nothing we have seen
shows
that
the
Administration
proposal will have a substantive
positive change on the economy."
The
Carter,
Kennedy-Bellman
proposals
are
not
the
only
authorization
options
being
considered
by
the
Senate
Subcommittee, however. Two other
bills, Senate Bill 1841
the Senate
version of a bill passed by the House
in October 1979
and a bill
introduced by Senator Williams (D.,
N.J.) would basically maintain status
quo programs. These bills, which
may also be considered in effect to
be a single proposal would maintain
existing loan and grant structures
and appropriations except for an
increase to cover inflation.
In
addition, they would introduce a
new "Parents' Loan" to cover the
parents' expected contribution on a
non-need basis. The structure of the
-

-

,

.

reasons previously stated.
Certainly,
some
1sF't
'bf
compromise
seems
imminent
Especially in terms of the NDSL
program, federal subsidy of interest
is extremely expensive for the
federal government.
It is also
significantly out of porportion with
the original intent of the loan
program:
when the NDSL was
extablished at a rate of three percent
some twenty years age, commercial
interest rates were less than half
Nhat they are now. Considering the
woblems thatwould occur however.
:here does not seem to be significant
iustifi€ation for decentralizingof the
federal program or for elimination
of the non-need based GSL.
What
can
you
do?
The
Washington
State
Independent
Student Consortium suggests writing
either Magnusun or Carter or both to
express yourviews on this issue. As
noted, the Senate Subcommittee on
Education, Arts, and Humanities is
considering
proposals
for
authorization now. Whatever bills
come out of this subcommittee will
be
considered
next
by
the
Subcommittee
on
Education
Appropriations and then by the full
Appropriations Committee before
ever reaching the Senate floor. The
time to act is now, while your input
can still have an effect on the bill
that is to be drafted. Your input will
help not only yourself, but others in
Washington State and around the
country.
.

oud behsi

rtsLoai"
would carry an interest rate equal
to the Treasury Bill rate,
Finally,
these bills would provide more help
for colleges on the part of the
federal
government in tracking
down students who default on loans,
Despite support by COF'US and
passage in the House, (incidently, all
Washington representatives voted
for the House version last fall) it is
unlikely that the "status quo"

Safety Security
3/3 at 6:00 pm: A student discovered
that the ignition system of his
vehicle had been vandalized in an
apparent attempt to steal the car,
The car was left in an unlocked
status in the North 16th and
Lawrence parking lot,
A student
3/4 at 12:00 noon:
discovered the theft of her car
from near the
(value $2,500)
intersection of North 14th and
Washington.
(referred to the
Tacoma Police Department.)
3/4 at 11:30 pm: A student reported
that a window (value $200) of his car
had been broken while the car was
parked in the North 16th and
Lawrence lot,
3/5 at 10:05 am: A student reported
that the ignition system of her car
had been damaged in a apparent
attempt to steal the vehicle. The car
was parked in the North 16th and
Lawrence lot,
3/5 at 5:30 pm: A student discovered
the theft of his wallet from a locker
in the Fieldhouse men's locker room,
3/6 at 9:00 am: A female reoorted

proposals will pass subcommittee
approval
without
substantial
revision. The reason, according to
Senate liaison Sam Hunt, is that the
bill would add an extra two billion
dollars to appropriations for higher
edication and since Carter wants to
cut back to federal spending by $20
billion, "the money won't be there
and Congress won't appropriate it,"
Should such a bill pass Congress
without the appropriations being
available, the Senate Appropriations
Committee, of which Magnusun is
chairman, would be forced to
determine
more
restructive
eligibility criteria for students to
receive federal aid. This, above all,
Hunt feels, is what Magnusun wants
to avoid. The question may be meet
anyway, however, since Carter has
threated to veto the bill if it passes.
Magnusun, who will see whatever
proposal
comes
out
of
the
Subcommittee on Education, Arts,
and Humanities first as chairman of
the
Education
Appropriations
Subcommittee, then as chairman of
the Appropriations Committee as a
whole, is as of yet taking not specific
position on any one of the four bills,
but
is
hoping
instead
for
a
compromise. In general, Magnusun
favors a loan based proposal that
will be of reasonable cost, but not
eliminate current participation or
impose new restrictions,
Washington
State
student
organizations
also
favor
a
compromise and are in general
opposed to centralization of non-
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that she had been confronted with a
knife and raped by a white male,
described as approximately 27 years
of age, six feet in height with
medium length blonde hair and a
medium build. The assault occurred
on the west side of the Fieldhouse on
February 21st at approximately 8:00
pm. (Referred to the Tacoma Police
Department.)
3/6 at 5:50 pm: A student reported
that the ignition system of his
vehicle had been broken in an
apparent attempt to steal the car.
The vehicle was parked in the Union
Avenue lot.
3/6 at 10:00 pm: Security personnel
apprehended a non-University male
who was observed loitering and
acting suspiciously in the Baker
Stadium area. The subject was
arrested by Tacoma Police Officers.
A non-student
3/8 at 12:48 am:
assaulted an Anderson/Langdon
resident and aggressively confronted
The subject was
several others.
detained by dorm residents and was
questioned and released by Tacoma
Police officers.

WANTED: Young men and women
to be candidates for a Rotary
Foundation Education Award. Must
be both an outstanding student,
technician, journalist, or teacher and
a
potential
"ambassador
of
goodwill"
of
high
quality.
Candidate must have a friendly,
outgoing personality, a sympathetic
interest in tne attitudes and way of
life of the people of a different
culture and the ability to
communicate ideas readily and
effectively. Must have good
knowledge of the history, culture,

geography and current
own country.

affairs

of

HOW TO APPLY:

Complete and
mail the attached forms to Mr. Mert
Crawford
The Rotary Club of
Tacoma, 811 Puget Sound Bank
Building,
Tacoma,
Washington
98402, NOT LATER THAN MARCH
21St

ANY QUESTIONS?: At UPS call: Mr.
Lloyd Stuckey, (206) 756-3203, At
PLU call: Mr. Bill Crooks, (206) 5316900 - Ext. 579. At the Rotary Club:
Mr. Mert Crawford, (206) 627-0230.

THE
COZZETTI
GEMMILL
QUARTET

IS ORIGINAL MUSIC
IS JAZZ
Now Appearing, the
14th&15th, 21st&22nd
9:00-12:30, No Cover
Old City Hall, Fourth Floor
ô25 Commerce
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lom Cummings- Er dof an Era
During his three year involvement
with ASUPS, Tom has'seen many
changes, and has been the main
instigator of them. While he was
senator under Grimm's
administration, they started the
Expeditionary House, moved the
TRAIL office to downstairs in the
SUB, allotted $5000 to KUPS for
production facilities, and remodeled
the Cellar.
As President of ASUPS, Tom and
his cabinet continued to initiate
programs and reforms. They were
faced, in the beginning of their term
with controversies concerning the
Editors of the TRAIL and their
resignations, selection of a new
KUPS manager, and the Trial of
thirteen indicted students.
Together, they began working on
a new Winterim proposal. They
worked closer with the Publicity
office to bring more lecturers and
activities to campus.
Along with dedicating his time
during the academic year, Tom also
spent the last two summers on
campus to continue working with
ASUPS. Last summer, Brian, Marc,
and Tom spent the summer working
on the Logger Ledger, investigation
of University Investments in South
Africa, and new recreational
activities.
Last fall, the new year began with
an attempt to bring the trustees
closer to campus, more faculty
representation with the BSC and the
Student Court, for the first time in
many years. More organizations
were established, and the Executives
became more involved with other

private schools in Washington.
"1 really stressed our getting
involved with more state and
national issues. It's important to let
people know that UPS is a part of
the world, and that we coexist with
other similar schools and systems,"
explained Tom.
The ASUPS also became concerned
with the availability of financial aid
to UPS students. They worked with
other private institutions in
Washington for a more effective
program.
After these last three years, Tom
has noticed some things that he
would like the University to
continue looking at. More student
involvement in tenure decisions,
more coordination with the social
life at UPS (Greeks and
Independents), and more effective
organization by the Student Union
Manager. He would also like to see
an improvement with the current
level of athletics.
Tom sums it up best, "This year,
for the first time in several years,
present ASUPS Executives or
Senators will not be selected to the
President, Executive V.P., or
Business V.P. positions."
He adds, "The candidatesare new
to the office and the system. With
Mrs. Ramsdell's help, they will
continue as their predecessors have,
in being the voice of the students,
through the political and service
areas of ASUPS."
When asked what they all intend
to do when they are out of office,
they all agreed; "Don't forget, after
all, we're just students."

cont. trom page 6
To sum up his character: he's a twitthe type of guy who wears a clip-on
bow tie and never alters his
confused grin. The "specialist" only
looks up from his books long enough
to find his beloved slippers.
Completing the Tesman
household triangle is Judge Brack,
performed in appropriately crisp
and restrained fashion by Houston
Dougharty. Not a hair out of place,
a crease in his suit or a smudge
mark on his opulently-jewelled ring,
Dougharty's Brack is the epitome of
aristocratic stateliness. Controlled
and sublime throughout most of the
play, he displays his repressed,
corrupt, defiant side potently in the
climactic scene.
Chuck Richardson played the part
of Eilert Lovborg believably. The
stifled passions in this creative,
impulsive author were well-handled
as were his emotional explosions.
Yet the relationship between he and
Mrs. Elvsted, Faye Jackson, was
never clearly projected on the stage.
Jackson, however, did a fine job of
playing the high level of fright and
paranoia that most of her
characterization consisted of.
Rounding out the talented cast
were Lynda Caikowski and Sherrill
Kelso, in the roles of Aunt Julia and
Berte, respectively. Both brought
freshness to their parts, but I thought
each's portrayal was too voun
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The Siumeral Nivid
Dr. Julian Jaynes of Princeton
University, author of The Origin of
Consciousness in the Breakdown of
the Bicameral Mind, will be on
campus from Monday, 17 March, to
Friday, 21 March. He will present
from Monday through Thursday a
series of four evening lectures on
"Consciousness and the Voices of
the Mind" at 8:00 pm. in Kilworth
Chapel. Jaynes will also conduct
three afternoon discussion sessions
from 3:00 pm. to 5:00 pm. on
Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday in the
McCormick Room of the Library.
There will be a general reception for
Julian Jaynes from 3:00 to 5:00 pm.
on Monday, 17 March, in Kittredge
Gallery. All events are open to the
entire campus community.
Monday, 17 March 3:00-5:00 pm.
Meet Dr.
Visit of Julian Jaynes:
Jaynes at a reception in his honor in
Kittredge Gallery.
8:00 pm.
First Public Lecture by Jaynes: Dr.
Julian Jaynes speaks on "The Nature
of Consciousness" in Kilworth
Chapel.
Tuesday 18 March 3:00-5:00 pm.
Dr. Julian
Visit of Julian Jaynes:
Jaynes :iscusses "The Nature of

Consciousness" with UPS students
and others in the McCormick Room
of the Library.
8:00 pm.
Second Public Lecture by Jaynes:
Dr. Julian Jaynes speaks on "The
Bicameral Mind" in Kilworth
Chapel.
Wednesday, 19 March 8:00 pm.
Third Public Lecture by Jaynes:

Just a phone
call away...
hot, mouth watering pizza!
Made with our special blend of
sauce and natural cheese and
topped with your favorite items!

Dr.

.lulian Jaynes speaks on "Lives,

Feelings, and Dreams" in Kilworth
Chapel.

We'll delivery your hot, delicious
pizza to your door within thirty
minutes at no additional charge.

Thursday, 20 March 3:00-5:00 pm.
Visit of Julian Jaynes:
Dr. Julian
Jaynes discusses "Bicamerality,
Consciousness, and Religion" with
UPS faculty members and others in
the McCormick Room of the Library.

We're number one in fast, free
delivery, and just a phone call
away...
Fast. Free Delivery

Phone: 7529653

8:00 pm.
Fourth Public Lecture by Jaynes: Dr.
Julian Jaynes Discusses "The Self,"
in Kilworth Chapel.
Friday, 21 March 3:00-5:00 pm.
Visit of Julian Jaynes:
Dr. Julian
Jaynes discusses "The Self." He will
also consider the over-all
implications of his thinking with all
interested. McCormick Room of the
Library.

tocoincide with the facts of the
script.
The axis of the interlocking orbits
of Ibsen's characters of Hedda. Her
lust for control and power over a
human destiny allow her to keep the
complex flights of these conflicting
orbits in order, but gradually the
strain of this considerable task
coupled with her own unresolvable
conflicts within this corrupt system,
conspire to actuate Hedda's act of
ultimate cowardice of courage
(depending on your perception)—her
suicide. Regardless of your opinion
on the analysis of the ending, the
profundity of Ibsen's themes are
guaranteed to stimulate thought as
well as Winslow's fascinating
characterization of a woman on the
verge of madness.
Byron Olson's set and costume
designs and Bob Bigelow's lights
deserve special commendation.
Olson has created the precise
naturalness and richness to enhance
the mood of the playwright.
Bigelow's lights add emphasis and
subtlety to the impressive technical
aspect of the production.
I think the entire cast and crew of
the HEDDA GABLER production
should look in a mirror; you've got
vine leaves in your hair! (See the
p.y to understand the allusion).
Performances are also scheduled for
next Thursday, Friday and Saturday
evening. Curtain time is 8:00 D.M.

Our drivers carry less than $10
Limited delivery area
© Copyright 1980 Domino's Pizza inc
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